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candies are divided before being packaged
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Employees prepare bagged products for shipping.

coming to me because I don't upcharge the packaging
I make money off of helping them design the
package, putting it in a bag and getting a program going
because if their program gets big enough, I get big

price.

enough," Oslund said.

"We don't go out and try to make a living off of one
person or company. We make a little bit along the way and
it all adds up. We all can survive when the little guys
survive too."

Rock Star Seedz born in a kitchen
In 1994, Tim Regel, founder and owner of Rock Star
Gourmet, fell in love with what was considered a relatively
new idea, flavoring sunflower seeds. In the confines of his
parents'kitchen, he created a gourmet flavored sunflower
seed. By 1995 he developed a proprietary process for
flavoring the sunflower seed. From 1996 until 1999, Regel
marketed the Spicy Original (spicy garlic) flavor, in hopes
of getting feedback for his product.
Although he received a lot of positive feedback about
the Spicy Original flavor, he also received suggestions of
other flavors consumers would enjoy. Ultimately this led
him to develop flavors such as Ranch, Dill, Bloody Mary

and Blazing Buffalo, to suit the pallets of the seed
consumer. In 2005, the gourmet flavored seed was given
its official name, Rock Star Seedz.
Rock Star Seedz production

Rock Star Seedz, became one of Perfection Packaging's
many customers, in 2007. For the next five years, Oslund
packaged Regel's Rock Star Seedz product. lVhen Regel's
life changed due to a baby, he contemplated shutting down
Rock Star Seedz, as he no longer had the time to devote
to his beloved project.
"I told Tim that it was too good of a product to stop it
altogether," Oslund said. "Let me buy it. What's the worst
case scenario? Four or five years from now if I don't want
to do it anymore he buys it back. Now he's picked up all
those years where it's been running, as well as picking up
all the new customers I've created along the way."
The first thing Oslund did after purchasing Rock Star
Seedz in 2012 was to get the product at training camp for
the Minnesota Twins at Fort Myers, Florida. His training
camp experience went so well that the Pittsburgh Pirates
called wanting their own special bag for spring training.
"There are two signs of spring," said James. "Baseball
starts and the seeds go out."

Rock Star Seedz flavor
Since Rock Star Seedz is a small operation, they are
more than willing to do trial runs of new flavors to see
what happens.
"We don't create what everyone else has," Oslund said.
"However, it's really hard to find something where the salt
and flavor go together."

Although Rock Star Seedz is packaged in Mankato, the
seasoning comes from a company in Wisconsin, which
ships Oslund's request to a roasting company. The roasting
company, roasts, salts and seasons the sunflower seeds to
his specification.
"I get the seeds in 50 pound bags and I package them,"
Oslund said. "My packaging requirements and
documentations are exactly the same as Nestle's. I too
have a Safe Quality Foods certification. It's the exact same
documentation used at Walmart, Thrget, with Nestle and
Hershey's. It's nice because you know what's expected of
you and what's required. I can play on the same field with
all of the big guys but I don't have to fight with all of the
big guys."

Nationwide Seedz
Rock Star Seedz can be found in a variety of locations,
at both Mankato Hy-Vee locations, as well as online at
rockstarseedz.com. In fact, the majority of Rock Star
Seedz's business comes from online sales to places like,
Beverly Hills,Idaho, Wyoming, Montana and New Jersey.
"We are coast to coast with online ordering," he said.
"There are a lot of repeat orders. It has to be good if a
customer is willing to buy 12 bags and wait for them to be
shipped across the country."

Baseball - Rock Star Seedz style
This year, Rock Star Seedz sponsored a team of 10 year
olds with the Mankato Area Youth Baseball Association.
Oslund purchased shirts and caps for the entire team, with

the Rock Star Seedz logo on them. As an added perk, he
also donated enough seeds at the start of the season so
that at every game, every player and coach would be able
to have their own bag of seeds.
"If you sponsor a team don't just write a check," Oslund
.

said. "Be active

in that

I

sponsorship process. played
i don't think I played in a

baseball through the 10th grade.

single game but

it didn't matter. I

sat on the bench,

watched the game and I stil had my sunflower seeds. It
was a great experience. I still love baseball to this day,
which is why MAYBA is such a good fit for us." I\4Y
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